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Dimensions:
-Crumb Cake: 8-1/2" x 5-1/2" (card base), 2-1/4" x 4-1/4" (embossed layer mat), & 3" x 5" (circle
mat and tag)
-Tranquil Tide: 2" x 4" (embossed layer)
-Very Vanilla: 3" x 3" (circle) & 4" x 5-1/4" (inside layer)
-True Gentleman Designer Series Paper (DSP): 4" x 5-1/4" (base layer), 4" x 1" (bow tie paperfront), 4" x 1/2" (bow tie-inside), 4" x 3/4" (bottom inside), and scraps (bow tie)
-Night of Navy 3/8" Corduroy Ribbon: 6"
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Instructions:

1. Fold the Crumb Cake card base piece in half (fold on the left) to form card base. Attach the bow tie paperfront piece across the bottom of the DSP base layer piece. Wrap the corduroy ribbon around the top edge of
the bow tie layer, and attach the ribbon ends to the back of the DSP base layer piece. Then, attach the whole
thing to the center of the card front.

2. Emboss the Tranquil Tide piece by running it through the Big Shot with the Simple Stripes Textured
Impressions Embossing Folder. Attach the piece to the center of the Crumb Cake embossed layer mat piece.
Then, attach it to the left side of the card (see left picture).

3. Ink the words on the "Wishing You a Dapper Day" stamp from the Truly Tailored Stamp Set with the Night of
Navy Classic Stampin' Pad. Ink the mustache and mouth with the Chocolate Chip Classic Stampin' Pad.
Stamp it onto the center of the Very Vanilla circle piece. Die-cut it out using the third, largest circle die from
the Layering Circles Framelits Dies. Die-cut another circle out of one end of the last Crumb Cake piece using
the second, largest circle die. Attach the stamped circle onto the center of the Crumb Cake circle. Then,
attach it to the top, right-side of the embossed layer using Stampin' Dimensionals (see left picture).

4. Stamp the "Classy Kind of Guy" stamp onto the other end of the last Crumb Cake piece using the Night of
Navy ink pad. Punch it out with the Tailored Tag Punch. From a scrap piece of the plaid paper from the DSP
pack, punch out one of the small rectangle section and two of the bow section (oval-like/tabbed ends) of the
Bow Builder Punch. Put a Mini Glue Dot onto one of the tab ends of a bow piece, bend the piece so both tabs
are on the same side, and attach the tab ends together. Do the same with the other bow piece. Put a Mini
Glue Dot onto the tab of one of the bow pieces, and attach the tab of the other bow piece to it to form the bow.
Put a Mini Glue Dot onto each end of the rectangle piece. Wrap the rectangle around the middle of the bow,
attach both ends to the back of the bow. Attach the bow tie to the top, center of the greeting tag using another
Mini Glue Dot. Attach the tag to the bottom, left of the circle using Stampin' Dimensionals.

5. Inside of card: Attach the DSP bottom inside piece across the bottom of the Very Vanilla inside layer piece.
Attach the DSP bow tie-inside piece across the top of the first DSP strip. Stamp the "Today is Your Day..."
stamp onto the top, center of the piece using the Chocolate Chip ink pad. Stamp the "Hoping Your Birthday..."
stamp underneath the first using the Night of Navy ink pad (see right picture).
When attaching, use SNAIL Adhesive, unless stated otherwise.
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• Truly Tailored Clear-Mount Bundle - 147752
Price: $34.00
• Truly Tailored Wood-Mount Bundle - 146089
Price: $41.25
• Truly Tailored Clear-Mount Stamp Set - 145735
Price: $20.00
• Truly Tailored Wood-Mount Stamp Set - 145732
Price: $28.00
• Tailored Tag Punch - 145667
Price: $18.00
• Chocolate Chip Classic Stampin' Pad - 126979
Price: $6.50
• Night Of Navy Classic Stampin' Pad - 126970
Price: $6.50
• True Gentleman 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock Pack - 145595
Price: $8.00
• Very Vanilla 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 101650
Price: $9.00
• True Gentleman Designer Series Paper - 145593
Price: $11.00
• Night Of Navy 3/8" (1 Cm) Corduroy Ribbon - 145597
Price: $8.00
• Big Shot - 143263
Price: $110.00
• Layering Circle Framelits Dies - 141705
Price: $35.00
• Simple Stripes Textured Impressions Embossing Folder - 145648
Price: $8.50
• Bow Builder Punch - 137414
Price: $18.00
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• Snail Adhesive - 104332
Price: $7.00
• Mini Glue Dots - 103683
Price: $5.25
• Stampin' Dimensionals - 104430
Price: $4.00
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